
Hey There!  Here’s your prompts.

As you can see, there’s a lot of information and to type this is each time you want to use the
prompt, or to copy and paste it would be time consuming.

That’s what’s so cool about AIPRM.

It’s really easy to download AIPRM from the Google Chrome Strore.

Click Here and Add the extension now.

You can turn the extension on and off as you see fit.

Enjoy!  And let me know what you think of the prompts!

Studio Steve

Perfect Podcast Name Finder

Please respond in [TARGETLANGUAGE]. Please help me find the perfect name for my
brand-new podcast.  The following is my Topic and Target Audience: [PROMPT].  I would like
you to divide your response into 5 different sections.

In a larger font, Title the first section of your response “🎧🎙🤝👥Well-Known Podcasts in the
Same Niche”.  Use my topic and target audience to provide me with the names of 10 of the
most well-known podcasts.

In the second section, I would like you to use my topic and target audience to inspire you to
come up with 10 formal podcast names.  In a larger font, Title section two “🎩🎙📜Formal
Podcast Names”.

In section three, I would like you to use my topic an target audience to inspire you to come up
with 10 fun, catchy, humorous, and funny podcast name ideas.  In a larger font, Title section
three “🙃🎤👂Funny Podcast Names”.

In section four of your response I would like you to use my topic and target audience to inspire
you to come up with 10 serious and persuasive podcast name ideas.  In a larger font, Title
section four “🎙💬🧐Serious Podcat Names”.



In section five of your response I would like you to use my topic and targe audience to come up
with 10 podcast names and include rhymes, play on words, and creativity.  Title section five
“🎭🎤🎵Fun Podcast Names”.

Quarterly Podcast Episode Planner

Please respond in [TARGETLANGUAGE].  I am a podcast producer, and the following is my
Topic and Target Audience: [PROMPT].  I would like you to give me 5 examples of the top
podcasts that cover similar topics and have a similar target audience.  Under each podcast
example, include 3 subpoints that describe episode topics covered on the podcast.  This will be
the first section of your response. Title this section of your response “🎤🎧👥 Similar Podcast
Examples.

Now, for the section section of your response.  I would like you to build a table that represents
12 weeks of suggested content calendar for my podcast.  Use my topc and target audience to
inform and inspire this section.  Title this section “📅💻📝Quarterly Content Calendar”. Create
12 rows that are called week 1 thru week 12.  Then create 3 columns.  For the first column I
would like you to give me a title idea for a high performing podcast episode that is super
relevant to my topic and target audience.  Use one emoji for each title.  And title this column
“Episode Title”.  For the second column I would like you to give me a short and discritptive
summary of what I will cover in the corresponding episode.  Title column 2 “Episode Summary”.
For column 3, I would like you to give me a list of 3 highly searched keywords that correspond
and relate to this episode idea.  Title column 3 “Episode Keywords”

Podcast Episode TO Blog Post Title and Outline

Please respond in [TARGETLANGUAGE].  I would like you to complete 3 tasks for me in your
response and divide these tasks into 3 different sections.  First: I would like you to use this
podcast episode transcript “[PROMPT]” to create a short podcast episode summary.  Title this
section of your response “🎧📝🎙Episode Summary”.

Second: Now use the episode summary you created to come up with 5 ideas for catchy blog
article titles and title this section “💡📝📚Catchy Blog Article Titles”.

Third:  Now I would like you to use the podcast episode summary you created and the transcript
information to create a full Blog Post Outline.  Use headers and bullet points.  Be very detailed
and informative.  Tiitle this section of your response “📝🔍🗂Blog Post Outline”.

At the end of your response include a line break and then write this exactly

“Use the information above to write a complete and detailed blog post.  Include a title, headings,
and bullet points.  Be creative, conversational, and very descriptive.  Elaborate on each of the
bullet points with relevant and informative sentences.



👆👆👆👆
COPY the entire response above the fingers and PASTE it into a new chat.”

Podcast Episode TO Quotes, Tweets, and Social Media Posts

Please respond in [TARGETLANGUAGE].

Please read through all of my instructions before you begin to respond.

I am going to provide you with my podcast episode transcript.  Please take all of the information
of my podcast episode transcript into confederation and to inspire you to complete this complex
request I have for you.

The following is my podcast episode transcript: [PROMPT].  I would like you to divide your
response into 4 different sections.

In a larger font, Title the first section of your response “🖋💬🗣Episode Quotes”.  Use my
podcast episode transcript to provide me with 10 quotes from my podcast episode transcript that
would be most relevant to the subject of my podcast episode transcript.

In the second section, I would like you to use my podcast episode transcript to inspire you to
generate a detailed and catchy series of tweets. Create a series of tweets using the information
in the transcript for inspiration.  In the first tweet refer to this tweet series as a “thread” and give
a persuasive reason why readers need to read the following tweets. This first tweet is to be a
captivating title for the other tweets that follow.  Number each of the tweets.  Use 2 emojis in
each tweet..  In a larger font, Title section two “🐦🔗🧵Tweet Thread”.

In section three, I would like you to use my podcast episode transcript to take on the role of a
marketer and create 5 ideas for social media posts that would be especially relevant to the topic
of the transcript.  Be inventive, creative, and playful in your response.  Do not include emojis in
this section (accept for the title)..  In a larger font, Title section three “💡📝🤔Social Media Post
Ideas”.

In section four of your response I would like you to use my podcast episode transcript to inspire
you to create 5 promotional headlines that are calling people to action, inviting people to come
listen to the episode.  Be inventive and persuasive. Tell the reader why they need to come listen
to this podcast episode.  Use one emoji per headline.
In a larger font, Title section four "📞💬👇 Call-To-Actions".


